
ISAIAH…THE LITTLE BIBLE   PT.4 
precious cornerstone   Isa. 28:16   2/9/20 
REFLECT: 

In Isaiah 28:16 we come to the prophesy of the coming Messiah, a 
perfectly timed prophecy for the people of Judah. They are currently 
experiencing fear, defeat, and the turmoil of war. Isaiah encourages 
their hearts with a promise of hope.  Isaiah prophesies of Jesus, our 
foundational and cornerstone in life so that can withstand the storms 
of life; be it weather, political, or personal. Jesus is the only 
foundational stone or cornerstone that can withstand what life dishes 
out. He provides us with strength, stability and peace, He is the One 
we can turn to when our lives are being shaken. 

  
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: 

1.   Trusting in the arm of flesh over trusting in Christ is nothing more than 
believing a lie. EX. The bible says, not to be yoked with unbelievers (2 
Corinthians 6:14). Yet, many times a believer gets yoke to an unbeliever in 
marriage because of love or in a business venture because of the 
unbeliever’s capital. Name as many examples as you can of how one could 
find themselves trusting in the arm of flesh over the word of God. Have you 
yourself ever done that? What was the result? Explain 

2.   Jesus didn’t only come to save us and give us our ‘get out of hell free’ 
card, He came as our Rock, our solid foundation and cornerstone in which 
we live our lives. Talk about the different ways a person can cultivate his/her 
personal relationship with Jesus. Also, talk about the benefits of measuring 
your life to Christ’s. Discuss 

3.   When Jesus is our foundation and our cornerstone, we are promised that 
when life’s storms come, we will be fine. Read Matthew 7:24-25. Talk about 
the storms you went through before Jesus was your Lord and Savior. Explain 
your perspective at that time. Now discuss the storms you go through now 
with Jesus as your Lord and Savior. Comment on your perspective now. 


